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When the weather warms up there's no place like a boat for fun on the water.

However, like all outdoor activities, boating comes with some risks. The biggest

risk to Boating Kids is falling overboard or a boat sinking.

The most important thing is to when in aALWAYS WEAR YOUR LIFE JACKET

boat.

Hey Boating Kids!

In this book you'll find all sorts of things to do, colouring in, word challengers

and crosswords.

We hope you enjoy it.

WVSRG

By wearing your life jacket you can stay afloat so

you can breathe or be more easily seen by others so

you can be rescued.

So remember when in the boat:

� Wear a properly fitting life jackets at all

times

� Make sure everyone is sitting safely and

holding on when travelling

� Keep a look out

� Slip, Slop Slap, Wrap

� Keep your arms and legs inside the boat

� Always do what the skipper says



Match words

Match the words to their meaning

A rep�le that spends most of it life in the ocean except when it comes

ashore to lay eggs

A hard structure built from living creatures that is home to many fish

and other underwater animals

Used to alert search and rescue services in the event of an emergency

A flightless bird that catches fish in the ocean

A cephalopod mollusc with eight sucker-bearing arms, a so� sac-like

body, strong beak-like jaws, and no internal shell

Metal containers some�mes thrown into the ocean by people that can

take up to 80 years to break down

A sleeveless buoyant or inflatable jacket for keeping a person afloat in

water

An ac�ve fire protec�on device used to ex�nguish or control small fires,

o�en in emergency situa�ons

A very large marine mammal with a streamlined body, a horizontal tail

fin, and a blowhole on top of the head for breathing

The main body of a vessel

Highly intelligent marine mammals and are part of the

family of toothed whales that includes orcas

and pilot whales

Corel reef

Life jacket

Turtle

Octopus

Fire ex�nguisher

EPIRB

Dolphin

HULL

Penguin

Drink cans

Whale

Answers: back page



Can you get the life jacket to the boat

The life jacket maze

Answers: back page





Boa�ng word puzzle

Answers: back page

Circle common boating terms from the list below

Boa�ng word puzzle

Anchor

Bailer

Boat

Bow

Epirb

Flare

Je� y

Naviga�on

Oars

Propeller

Radar

Radio

Rope
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Answers: back page

Across
5 A common, usually grey and white bird that

lives near the ocean and will eat your chips

6 A waterborne vehicle smaller than a ship

8 A structure, usually masonry, projecting out

from the shore

10 A sleeveless buoyant or inflatable jacket for

keeping a person afloat in water

11 The name of a large port close to Perth

12 An island off the coast of Western Australia,

located 18 kilometres west of Fremantle

15 A small marine toothed whale

17 Abbreviation of Emergency Position

Indicating Radio Beacon

18 The after part of the boat

1 A crustacean with a stalked eyes and five

pairs of legs, the first pair of which are

modified as pincers

2 The kitchen area of a boat

3 A large pleasure vessel. Can convey the idea

of size and luxury is conveyed, either sail or

power

4 A measure of speed equal to one nautical

mile per hour

5 A marine invertebrate with five or more

radiating arms

7 A large waterbird with a long bill, an

extensible throat pouch for scooping up fish

9 A twin-hulled boat, with hulls side by side

13 An fast-swimming mollusc with eight arms

and two long tentacles, typically able to

change colour

14 Large, eatable marine crustacean with a

cylindrical body, stalked eyes

16 The name of famous movie clownfish

Down



Join the dots in numerical order

Join the dots



RESCUE

The rescue maze

Can you guide Green 2 to help the boat

Answers: back page



Boat crossword

1 Can be used to bail water out of a boat

6 Communication equipment for large ships

and smaller boats

7 Another name for the captain of a ship or

boat

11 A flat buoyant structure of timber fastened

together, used as a boat

12 A serious, unexpected, and often dangerous

situation requiring immediate action

13 A heavy object, usually shaped like a cross,

that is dropped to the bottom to prevent the

boat from moving away

14 A device with a magnetic needle that

indicates direction on the earth's surface by

pointing towards magnetic north

15 To fall over the side of a ship or a boat into

the water

2 These indicate the port and starboard sides

of a channel

3 A very bright light or smoke that is used to

give a signal

4 Groups using boats to try to save people in

danger at sea

5 Boaters should do this with their nearest

Marine Rescue Group whenever they head

out on the water

7 A long-bodied fish with a prominent dorsal

fin and rows of teeth

8 A ring-shaped device that floats in water and

used to keep a person afloat

9 A pole with a flat blade, used to row or steer

a boat through the water

10 A large inflatable ball used for playing games

on the beach

DownAcross

Answers: back page



Summer word puzzle

Answers: back page

Circle common summer fun terms from the list below

Bathers

Crab

Dolphin

Esky

Ferry

Goggles

Gull

Jellyfish

Kayak

Paddle

Pelican

Snorkel

Squid

Sunscreen

Surfing

Whale





PORTPORT

Can you label parts of the boat

Port

Starboard

Stern

Bow

Beam

Freeboard

Cleat

Boa�ng terms

Scrambled words

efil ctjkea

relaf

IBEPR

kbucte

mnerai rdioa

eifr ihreseigxtnu

The following items of safety equipment should

be carried on board when boating. Can you

unscramble them?

irtsf dia itk

nhroca

osre

artwe

uns cesern

Answers: back page



Boating word puzzle

Match word
A rep�le that spends most of it life in the ocean except when it comes ashore to lay eggs

A hard structure built from living creatures that is home to manyfish and other  underwater animals

Used to alert search and rescue services in the event of an emergency

Aflightless bird that catchesfish in the ocean

A cephalopod mollusc with eight sucker-bearing arms, a so�sac-like body, strong beak-like jaws, and no internal shell

Metal containers some�mes thrown into the ocean by people that can take up to 80 years to break down

A sleeveless buoyant or inflatable jacket for keeping a person afloat in water

An ac�vefire protec�on device used to ex�nguish or control smallfires, o�en in emergency situa�ons

A very large marine mammal with a streamlined body, a horizontal tailfin, and a blowhole on top of the head for breathing

The main body of a vessel

Highly intelligent marine mammals and are part of the family of toothed whales that includes orcas and pilot whales

Turtle

Corel reef

EPIRB

Penguin

Octopus

Drink cans

Life jacket

Fire ex�nguisher

Whale

HULL

Dolphin

Marine crossword

Summer word puzzle

Boating terms

Scrambled word

First aid kit

Anchor

Ores

Water

Sun screen

Lifejacket

Flare

EPIRB

Bucket

Marine radio

Fire ex�nguisher

PORT PORT

Starboard

Stern
Bow

Beam

FreeboardCleat

Answers

The life jacket maze

The rescue maze
Boat crossword
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